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Abbreviations
AG		

Auditor General

AMFIU		

Association of Micro Finance Union

BoU			

Bank of Uganda

CBOs			

Community Based Organizations

FY			Financial Year
IFAD			

International Fund for Agricultural Development

MoFPED

Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development

MoU			

Memorandum of Understanding

NGOs			Non-Governmental Organizations
MSCL

Microfinance Support Centre Limited

PFA			Prosperity for All
RFSP			

Rural Financial Services Programme

SACCOs			

Savings and Credit Cooperatives

UCA			

Uganda Cooperative Alliance

UCSCU		

Uganda Cooperative Savings and Credit Union

UGX			Uganda Shillings
UDN			

Uganda Debt Network
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Uganda Debt Network (UDN) Vision
A prosperous Uganda with sustainable, equitable development and a high quality of life
of the people
UDN Mission
UDN is a policy advocacy organization working to promote and advocate for poor and
marginalized people to participate in influencing poverty-focused policies, demand for
their rights and monitor service delivery to ensure prudent, accountable and transparent
resource generation and utilization.
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1.0 General Background
In pursuit of her mandate, UDN has been monitoring the implementation of the
Government’s Prosperity for All (PFA) programme – also referred to as “Bonnabagagawale”
since 2007 to date. The programme focuses on the following major components;
i)

Improving agricultural productivity

ii)

Increasing access to Rural Financial Services and,

iii)

Enhancing access to markets and value addition in Uganda.

The PFA programme has an ambition of empowering households in Uganda to have a
target gross income of at least Shs. 20Million per year1. As part of the implementation plan
for the programme, Government adopted a component on the Rural Financial Services
Programme (RFSP) to develop a sustainable financial infrastructure for delivering services
at the rural community level. In 2007, the RFSP was re-oriented towards the new Rural
Financial Strategy in order to promote the efficiency and profitability of Savings and Credit
Cooperatives (SACCOs). The strategy was also expected to support households to start
Community Based Financial SACCOs in sub-counties and strengthen the already existing
ones.2 The underlying philosophy and context is that, for investment to increase, savings
are essential but requires well established financial infrastructure. Hence Government
introduced the operation of SACCOs to ensure that citizens access financial services.
To further establish the performance of the PFA programme, UDN undertook a study to
establish the “Impact of improved Methods of Agro-processing and Value Addition on
Farmers’ Incomes” in Moroto and Nakapiripirit districts in 2011. UDN has conducted
similar assessments in Kapelebyong Sub County in Teso sub-region, Tororo district in
Bukedi sub region, Kanungu district in Kigezi sub region and Nebbi district in West Nile.
As part of the activities to mark the International Poverty Day that falls on 17 October
annually, UDN also organized a public symposium in Kampala - Uganda on 18 October
2012 on: “Accounting for the PFA Programme: Successes, Challenges and Way Forward”.
The objective of the symposium was to; provide a forum for citizens to reflect on the
performance of the programme and on Government’s commitments/promises - as an
accountability measure; and to develop advocacy strategies to support Government in
dealing with challenges of implementing the PFA Programme in Uganda. The symposium
drew participants from Government agencies, Civil Society, the media and the general
public. Senior and influential citizens like Prof. Ezra Suruma (former Minister of Finance),
Hon. Henry Banyenzaki (State Minister for Economic Monitoring, Office of the President)
and Mr. Anthony Mula (Private Secretary for Economic Affairs in the Office of the Vice
President) made presentations for general discussion. In 2013, the paper (on the PFA
Programme performance) has been shared with the State Minister for Microfinance and
the office of the Commissioner, Microfinance Department both in the Ministry of Finance
Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED), Office of the Vice President and the
Office of the Secretary to Cabinet. Other institutions were Parliament and the media3.
GOVERNMENT OF UGANDA(2008) , Prosperity for All Policy, pg 13
GOVERNMENT OF UGANDA(2008) , Prosperity for All Policy, pg. 25.
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2.0 UDN Advocacy on PFA - SACCOs in Uganda
UDN appreciates Government’s efforts so far in the implementation of the PFA
component of RFSP. In this context, a discussion paper on the performance of SACCOs
has been developed and shared with Government and other key stakeholders. The aim
is to stimulate discussion with the respective institutions so that they could adopt the
recommendations made in the paper for inclusion in the policy being formulated by
MoFPED to streamline the operations of SACCOs. Some issues in this paper have been
identified from the Auditor General’s (AG) reports of FY 2009/10, FY2010/11 and FY
2011/12. UDN hopes to contribute to the overall improvement in the delivery of services
and accountability in other institutions implementing the programme in Uganda. This
should translate into the people’s increased participation in economic production activities
and ultimately lead to actual poverty reduction especially amongst the poor men, women
and other marginalized sections of citizens across the country.

3.0 PFA: Highlights on Successes, Challenges and
Way Forward on SACCOs
3.1 Successes
3.1.1 Increasing access to Rural Financial Services
1.

The Government adopted the Rural Financial Services Strategy in 2007
and SACCOs have been established in many sub counties in Uganda. The
establishment costs for SACCOs are far lower than what is required to set
up commercial banks. This explains the high numbers of SACCOs since
they are able to support rural financial services to remote communities
where commercial banks do not operate. A total of 735 SACCOs have been
supported by Government of which 39% are financially sustainable with the
most successful ones in western, central and eastern parts. SACCOs in the
northern regions need to be supported to develop.4.

2.

SACCOs meet the unique demands of local conditions and are transferable
in almost any environment. They serve both literate and illiterate people; and
cultivate a saving and financial management culture among communities
that would otherwise –face bigger daunting challenges in making savings5.

3.

Centenary Bank has successfully extended credit to many smallholder
farmers through informal financial institutions including SACCOs. This
has transformed the livelihoods of farmers when channeled through farmer
associations or contract farming arrangements, e.g. the sugar cane out-growers
in Kakira, Jinja District, who have used credit to purchase mechanization and
agro-processing equipment.6

NEW VISION, Friday November 22, 2013, pg 34.
For instance in Moroto and Napak districts in Karamoja sub-region; Kanungu in Kigezi sub-region, Kapelebyong in Teso
sub region, Tororo in Bukedi sub region and in Nebbi in West Nile.
6
MoFPED, ‘Poverty Reduction and National Development Process’, May 2012, p. 81.
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3.2.1

Challenges

a)
Timing in the introduction of SACCOs
SACCOs were introduced close to the electoral period, i.e. in 2007, just after the 2006
general elections. In this context, most groups were not formed with a view to promote
economic activity but members thought funds were being provided to thank them for
their support in voting the National Resistance Movement Government into power. For
this reason, very few recipients intended to refund the loans. Some people used the money
for domestic consumption and have encountered problems regarding to refund the loans,
e.g. in Obalanga Sub County SACCO in Amuria District.
According to the AG’s report for FY 2009/2010, in Kalusenge Women’s SACCO in
Bundibugyo District, political interference culminated in disagreement among members.
The SACCO had closed at the time of inspection due to absence of a chairperson7. The
above problems partly arise from institutions like Uganda Cooperative Savings and
Credit Union (UCSCU) being weak in effecting their roles and mandate.
Recommendations:
i)

Government should strengthen the capacity of institutions that support
SACCOs such as UCSCU, Uganda Cooperative Alliance (UCA) and Association
of Micro Finance Union (AMFIU). Any of these institutions should be assessed
and nurtured to effectively support the growth, expansion, supervision,
regulatory and deepening of SACCOs. This strategy is cheaper and better than
creating a parallel institution or Authority.

ii)

The SACCOs also need to be protected from political interference, so that they
operate and maintain high quality governance and performance in delivery
of their functions in the communities.

b)
SACCOs are on the verge of collapsing
In Yelle Ateke SACCO in Lira District, the caretaker attributed their poor performance to
lack of effective sensitization on SACCOs prior to their launch8. The SACCO originally
started with 200 members but membership had shrunk to under 80 people by the time of
inspection. The Chairperson used to be a teacher and had been transferred. At the time
of inspection, the share capital stood at UGX. 850,000/=. It is apparent that members
of a SACCO misuse funds when they do not receive adequate training, sensitization
and capacity building to support disbursed loans.9 In addition, about 87 SACCOs were
at risk of closure if no support was provided although 82 can survive but can sustain
themselves10.
Recommendations:
i)
UCSCU should ensure thorough sensitization, training, assessment and screening
of members before recruitment into a SACCO.
ii) Key documents should also be translated into local languages so that members
can be read them and understand the requirements for being in a SACCO.
iii) In addition, to retaining membership, all members should have equal access and
treatment with regard to policies on loan appraisal and disbursement, repayment
AUDIT GENERAL, Annual Report, Central Government; Vol. 2, 2009/2010, pg 104
AUDIT GENERAL, Annual Report, Central Government; Vol. 2, 2009/2010, pg 104.
9
ALEXANDRA Fiorillo, ‘Effects of wholesale Lending to SACCOs in Uganda’, 2006, p. 34.
10
NEW VISION, Friday November 22, 2013, pg 34.
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c)

procedures, savings accounts, interest rates calculations and other financial
policies.
Supervision gap

While SACCOs fall under the 1991 Cooperative Statute and 1992 Cooperative Regulations,
they lack a supervisory system especially under the regulatory supervision of BOU. This
is posing challenges of how best to protect members’ savings and generate confidence.
There have been conflicting interests and mandate among institutions (notably BOU,
MoFPED and Ministry of Trade) to take over the supervisory role over SACCOs.
Recommendation:
The MoFPED should study the possibility of a legal regime and supervisory system
streamlining co-ordination and roles for SACCOs under BOU or Ministry of Trade
regulation. Again, this strategy is cheaper and more sustainable than creating parallel
or new management structures for SACCOs. This would also require developing
regulatory frameworks that provide for clear sanctions and penalties for those
arrested in mismanagement of SACCO funds.
d)

Fraud threats i.e. corruption and embezzlement of group savings by some SACCO
management teams

1)
Internal Controls
Most SACCOs have very weak or no controls at all and as such, they cannot adequately
safeguard assets and efficiently manage bigger funds (AG’s Report FY 2009/10). There
is no segregation of duties and job descriptions and there is a poor hierarchy system.
SACCOs with weak internal controls are prone to errors and fraud, and therefore stand a
high risk of losing resources. The factors affecting the effective implementation of internal
controls include; i) low staffing levels ii) inadequate training, iii) low qualifications, iv)
low supervision by the boards, v) lack or poor policies and procedures and, vi) inadequate
facilities.
Recommendation:
UCA, UCSCU and/ or AMFIU should train SACCOs to develop a hierarchy system
with a clear set of guidelines on drafting job descriptions to help in segregation of
duties of staff to ensure the smooth running of the SACCO.
2) 		 Unclear accountability of SACCOs’ funds
According to the MoFPED Ministerial Policy Statement for FY 2009/10, one of the RFSP
project objectives was to establish and strengthen the financial infrastructure of Savings
and Credit Cooperative Societies at the sub-county level. By the time of the AG’s audit,
Parliament had appropriated UShs 11,829,000,000/= and a total of UShs 6,454,800,000/=
was released to implement project activities. Out of the total amounts released, UShs
2,404,800,000/= was retained at RFSP while UShs 4,050,000,000/= was passed over to
UCSCU Ltd. An amount of Ushs.5,374,200,000/= had no record of accountability in the
Auditor General’s Report of FY 2009/2010.
In addition, the Former Vice President, Dr. Specioza Kazibwe (Chairperson of MSCL until
2011) is accused of misusing UShs. 10bn meant for benefiting market vendors and small
income earners which has not yet been accounted for. Part of the problem is reported to
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have been caused by the Chairperson’s laxity of illegally involving the board members in
decision making that led to the loss of the money.11
Recommendations:
i)
An audit on the utilization of Ushs.5,374,200,000/= and the UShs. 10bn should be
conducted as a measure of accountability.
ii)

3)

Since SACCOs are well spread in some sub-counties, MoFPED and coordinating
units should publicize accountability records on the utilization of SACCO funds
on Sub-County notice boards, through existing CSOs/CBOs in the districts, local
media, churches and mosques to strengthen transparency.
Theft of funds in Kabumba SACCO in Rukungiri District

According to the AG’s Report FY 2009/10, Government provided funding to the tune of
Shs. 40 million through Microfinance Support Centre Limited (MSCL); and at the time of
inspection, the whole amount had been stolen. Due to this theft, members had withheld
their savings and the activities of the SACCO had generally declined12.
Recommendation:
Since there is a provision for District Cooperative Officers under Ministry of Trade,
Government should establish Anti-fraud desks and/ or a SACCO protection
scheme to deal with issues of mismanagement of funds of SACCOs in each
district. In consideration of institutional capacity, a certain level of supervision
can be bequeathed to the ministry. This will enhance the prudent management of
loan portfolios, safeguard members’ savings and strengthen monitoring capacity
in places that may be outside reach of MoFPED and BOU.
e) Non-adherence to MOU terms between UCSCU and SACCOs
According to the AG’s Report of FY 2009/10;
i)

ii)

Looking at the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) involving UCSCU
on providing support to SACCOs, SACCOs are supposed to appoint auditors
themselves. The AG’s Report however indicated that appointment of auditors in
Lango Sub-region was not transparent as UCSCU imposed on the SACCOs a firm
for this service.
UCSCU was supposed to provide support of startup kits (safes, bicycles, filing
cabinets, operation costs, calculators and stationery) to the existing but weak
SACCOs and advanced kits (power generators, computers and motorcycles) to
existing but strong SACCOs. A sample of SACCOs visited however showed that
some items had not yet been delivered at the time of audit, two years after the
signing of the MOU. The delays were attributed to inadequate specifications,
delayed procurements and re-classification of SACCOs. The delay to deliver the
items within the agreed time negatively impacts on the performance of SACCOs
and makes it difficult to assess progress.   

NEW VISION, Friday November 22, 2013, pg 34.
AUDIT GENERAL, Annual Report, Central Government; Vol. 2, 2009/2010, pg 104.
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In addition, the AG’s Report of FY 2010/11 indicates that the provision of basic
(basic training, customized training, stationary provision, operational cost
subsidies and support for audit services) and advanced (selected SACCOs for
Performance Monitoring Tool and training) Kits to SACCOs were not fully achiev
ed.
Recommendations:
i)
UCSCU should ensure that the terms of the MoU are followed with regard to
delivering startup kits and the corresponding penalty should be operationalized
if either party breaches it. This will guard against the possibility of hidden
interest on the part of UCSCU trying to benefiting from auditors of their choice
at the expense of SACCOs.
ii)

SACCOs should be supported to appoint auditors whom they trust.

f) Poor programme asset distribution management strategy
According to the AG’s Report of FY 2009/ 10, UCSCU conducted a poor needs assessment
for the distribution of startup kits to support the operations of SACCOs. For instance,
in some SACCOs, generators had been distributed, but not computers. Other SACCOs
were given an item, yet they already had one from other sources. In addition, generators
distributed were of high capacity and costly to the SACCOs, hence increasing their
running costs.
Recommendations:
i)
UCSCU should conduct proper needs assessment for subsequent SACCOs to
enable the attainment of efficiency, reduce on wastage of resources and ensure
that the benefit of optimal utilization is realized.
ii)

An independent institution should be identified, e.g. members from AMFIU, to
carry out joint assessments with UCSCU to enhance quality decision-making on
which assets should be availed to which SACCOs.

g) Poor Management of SACCOs
In the AG’s Report of FY 2009/10, most SACCOs visited during the audit, had board
members who lacked sufficient skills and experience required to manage SACCOs
effectively. Data collected on some SACCOs indicated inconsistencies, inadequacies;
hence their performance was unsatisfactory since financial records were inaccurate and
incomplete.
In addition, according to the AG’s Report FY 2010/11, some SACCOs especially in West
Nile, Northern and Tororo regions did not have audited financial statements and were
characterized by poor book-keeping and poor loan management.
Recommendations:
i)
UCSCU should guide SACCOs to carry out elections objectively using a criteria
which favours having high-quality leadership at all levels on the management
team (manager, loan officers, cashiers and accountants) and Board of Directors
for the group to develop.
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ii)

Capacity building in financial management should be continuous to ensure
proper book-keeping, management of loan portfolio and accountability to
safeguard members’ savings.

h)
High Interest Rates Charged by the SACCOs
According to the AG Report (FY 2009/2010), the MSCL is an intermediary through which
funds are channeled to the SACCOs throughout the country. The initial disbursements
by MSCL were released at an interest rate of 9 per cent per annum (translating into 0.75
per cent per month) for agricultural loans and 13 per cent per annum for non-agricultural
businesses. Some SACCOs however were charging prohibitive interest rates as indicated
in the table below:
Table 1: Discrepancies in interest charges by selected SACCOs
SACCO

Rate per month

Moroto SACCO (Moroto District)

10%

Equivalent per
Annum
120%

Nabisweera SACCO (Rakai District)

5%

60%

Kasulenge SACCO (Bundibugyo District)

12%

144%

Source: AG’s Report 2010, pg. 106
High interest rates discourage prospective borrowers and in many cases increase the
default rate. These rates are even higher than commercial bank rates per annum which
lead to the extortion of funds from SACCO members.
Recommendations:
i)
MoFPED should monitor how SACCOs are implementing a set uniform
interest rate beyond which they should not charge, since they are already
being supported by public funds.
ii) SACCOs should lower their operational costs to be able to lower their rates to
official interest rates; and they should be inspected regularly to avoid variations
in the interest rate charges. This will also act as an incentive for communities to
borrow for investment.
i)
Funding Gap (AG’s Report FY 2011/12)
The AG of FY 2011/12 cited a high level of funding gap which affected the performance of
SACCOs. Funding was reported to be inadequate both by the MoFPED and International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), a development partner to ensure the
implementation of SACCOs’ activities13. There is a likelihood of failure in operation by
some SACCOs if this trend continues.
Recommendations:
i)
UCSCU should train SACCOs to start up income generating projects to cover
for any funding gaps that may arise to enable them continue operating and
for future sustainability.
13
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ii)

Government should study the relatively successful model of NGOs of Village
Savings and Credit Associations (VSLA) eg in Karamoja, Teso, Lango and
kigezi where the members contribute their own money. There is likely to be
a better participation and managerial attitude towards the funds contributed.
The VSLA can provide a good input into the SACCOs and PFA ambition in
Uganda.

j)
Limited clarity of PFA timelines
UDN has observed that the PFA components in general and objective of each household
in Uganda earning gross income of UGX 20mn gives no clarity on when this should have
been achieved. This would support Government in carrying out an evaluation to assess
progress.
Recommendation:
Given Uganda’s potential and opportunities for small and medium enterprises, the
PFA programme should be revised to focus on achieving UGX 20mn net income
per annum per household. Clear timelines for the achievement of this target should
have been achieved should be explicitly stated.
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4.0 Conclusion
UDN recognized that increased investment in rural financial services would contribute
to strengthened agricultural production which is Uganda’s niche since the majority of
SACCO members are engaged in the sector. Therefore, farmers need considerable credit
to exploit the available resources and be able to increase production and productivity.
For UDN to meet its objectives there is nevertheless, a growing need to integrate rural
financial services with agro-processing, value addition, marketing and consistent
implementation of Government plans. The reported traces of nepotism and political
party influence and favoritism in the selection of beneficiaries of SACCOs, gaps in their
supervision and corruption in managing their loan portfolios need to be addressed. This
will enable SACCOs to contribute positively and substantially to poverty reduction and
the socio-economic transformation of Uganda.
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